
2021/22 Club Championship Finals Part 2

The last 4 events of this year’s Club Championships, held on Sunday the 27th March, were the Ladies' 
Singles, Men’s Pairs , Mixed Pairs and Open 100-Up . 

A very good number of spectators turned up to see some quality bowling and they were not 
disappointed. Thanks to all  for  providing a fabulous environment for the players.

Ladies' Singles Championship 

This was the first match of the day to finish and it was contested between Mary Diestel-Feddersen 
(the defending champion) and Di Ferris. Mary got off to a great start pulling out to a 10 to 6 lead 
early in the game. Despite all Di’s efforts to bridge the gap, Mary was tenacious and maintained an 
excellent standard throughout the match. Slowly and methodically Mary continued to extend the gap 
until finally scoring a perfect 4 shots in the last end to win the title with a final score of 25 – 13.  Well 
done to both players and congratulations to this year’s back to back Champion.

Men’s Pairs



This year saw Greg Ferris & Richard Ellis (Last year’s runner ups)  take on Tranmere’s Open Singles 
Champion Doug Jewels and his partner Colin Whyte.  Greg and Richard forged away quickly creating 
a 5 to 1 shot lead after just 3 ends. This grew to a 9 to 3 lead by the 6th end and things started to look 
a little grim for Doug and Colin. Like many players in the club, they did not lie down and found some 
spark to drag the score back to 9 – 7 down after the 8th end. Greg and Richard found another gear 
scoring 10 shots to 2 in the next 6 ends resulting in a 10 shot lead with one end to go. Needless to 
say the last end wasn’t required to be played. Congratulations to all four players on reaching the 
final and well done to this year’s champions Greg and Richard.

Mixed Pairs



2022 saw Brenda Porter and Claus Schonfeldt compete against Veronica and Eddie Dolan.  

Brenda and Claus took control of the game from the word go. After 8 ends they led 13 – 0. At ten 
ends the lead wad 16 to 1 and the game looked over.  Veronica and Eddie managed to score a further 
6 points in the next four ends and the game ceased on the 14th end with the score 17 to 7. Again, 
congratulations to all four players on reaching the final and to Brenda and Claus for taking out the 
title.

100 Up



Trevor Morris v John Diestel-Feddersen

Hoping to win back to back titles, Trevor started well and  keept the scores close, but after 8 ends 
John had crept out to a lead, 49 to 31. Trevor kept plugging away and managed to get the score to 
57 to 53 (John’s way) by the 11th end. The game was close for a while but John just kept his focus and 
slowly pulled away winning comfortably by more than 20 points. This was a great display of draw 
bowling by both players. Congratulations to John.

Summary

 Great weather, great players and great supporters made this another successful day for the club. 
Thanks to all the participants who nominated for the championships and congratulations to all the 
finalists and winners. Three husband and wife couples competed on the day; Veronica and Eddie 
Dolan in the Mixed pairs, Mary and John Diestel-Feddersen (Mary in the Lady’s Singles and John in 
the 100 up), Di and Greg Ferris (Di in the Lady’s Singles and Greg in the Men’s Pairs). This might be a 
new club record. Thanks to all the people who prepared the rinks for the day, organised treats for the 
spectators and staffed the bar.

Some pictures from  the day.






